
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR WORKOUTS TO BURN FAT

Staying in the right
cardiorespiratory zone



The metabolism and ATP
The metabolism includes all the chemical processes  within a living

organism in order to maintain life.  This includes the building of
substances (anabolism) as well as the breakdown of substances

(catabolism) to make new cells and provide energy.  The human body
creates a molecule called adenosine triphosphate (ATP) that contains,

stores, and transports chemical energy within cells and drives many
processes in the body.  
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The bioenergetic systems

1. The ATP-CP Phosphagen system
 

 

Anaerobic, very rapid - 1 ATP per CP molecule

Fuel:  ATP-CP reserves, very limited amount 
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4.  Fatty Acid Oxidation

2.  The Glycolytic System

3. Aerobic Glycolysis

Small quantity, very high intensity activity

1 to 10 seconds of activity

Anaerobic, very rapid - 2 to 3 ATP per glucose molecule

Fuel:  Blood glucose, glycogen (limited and produced from
lacic acid)

Metabolite lactic acid produced at high intensity

10 seconds to 2 - 3 minutes of activity

Aerobic, very slow - 38 ATP per glucose molecule

Fuel:  Blood glucose, glycogen, (unlimited but must have 
constant oxygen available)

Must have constant oxygen availability, moderate intensity

2 + minutes activity

Aerobic, slow - 100 ATP per fatty acid molecule

Fuel:  fatty acid in blood, (unlimited but must have constant 
oxygen available)



Heart Rate to Efficiently Burn Fats
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Calculating your cardiorespiratory zone to
access your fat stores

Y X 0.55 = _____

Maximum heart rate = 220 - your age
= 220 - _____

= _____

Must have constant oxygen availability, very low intensity

2 + minutes activity



**  Workouts that are low intensity and accessible are the most
efficient for weight management.  It is important to have a balanced
workout regime with cardiorespiratory (cardio) exercises, flexibility
or stretching exercises as well as resistance training to increase
muscle mass.  It is imperative to incorporate exercise into your
lifestyle, but your exercise regime must be individualized and

adapted to your goals for efficiency!
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